

   Fifth Circuit 9½" page length brief format.
 
INTRODUCTION

	This is a transplant of the Shadowrun Sourcebook THE UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD, 
to Medford, Oregon.


BACKGROUND

	Just south of the Grant's Pass recreational zone is Medford.

	Medford is a spread out Panzer depo, hotel haven, trading post and renegade retreat.  Not so 
much the slime of society as its dust.  Coos Bay and the dwarves get the cream of society, Medford 
keeps the rest.

	A lot of I-5 traffic seems to get off at Medford and just quit moving.

	One of Medford's biggest bars is like grand central station for fixers in the early afternoon.  
Heck, half the time some fixer is running the place while the owner is gone.  The bar is within 
spitting distance (for a Troll -- about 150 meters) from a squatters slum and the location of a new 
(about 3 months old now) renovation project.  The Pornoforo, a fourplex of old fashioned screen 
cinema, was remodeled into a meeting house for The Universal Brotherhood as a part of their local 
do-gooding.

	Yes, the Brotherhood has done some good in the slum and occasionally attracts people 
who've had enough of the bars.


THE CONTACT

	Playing at Sam's (the bar in question) is V!kci.  While Sam was gone to Seattle (for some sort 
of private deal), Greaseball, the fixer left in charge, hired V!kci to provide some entertainment, 
replacing the last rocker that handled the lounge crowd.

	Like many people in Medford, V!kci (the equivalent to the Victoria character in THE 
UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD), is making her first play at trying to succeed.  She is bright and 
hopeful in a world where most are burned out and tired from a world with too much hardship and 
too little hope (add the Rocker archetype to the Victoria character -- see below).

	Greaseball lent her a special effects rig that interfaces with hardware at Sam's.  It is pretty 
useless anywhere else.  To cut to the chase, well, V!cki  checked out Sunday night with the rig and 
did not answer calls Monday. 
	At the famous Monday's Brunch (homegrown mountain food), Greaseball will approach one 
of the characters.  The character will have heard of this slimeball and will never have dealt with him.  
Greaseball will level.  He needs someone honest to check on V!kci, see if she is ok, and get the rig 
back if there is any trouble.
	Most of the guys he knows would just geek the girl to pick up a trouble bonus on the rig 
return.  Ever since that little incident with the wage mage and the suit's daughter (that mind probe 
is still leaving echoes), Greaseball has been careful of creating tracks or finding out too many details.

	If V!kci comes back, fine, he'll remember it as a favor.  If the rig shows up without her in 
Sam's drop locker, Greaseball will slip the characters a thousand creds (about 500 nuyen).  He'll slide 
the creds on each of the character's tab at Sam's.

	Which brings up a point.  Sam will be back Thursday, around 10 o'clock or so.  This run has 
to clear by then or Greaseball won't have access to the tab.  Not to mention Sam will blame 
Greaseball for losing the rig. 


DETAILS/CHANGES

V!kci

	Female
	Karma	 6
	Lifestyle	 low
	Money	 6,000
	Base		Rocker

ATTRIBUTES
	Body			4
	Quickness		6
	Strength		3
	Charisma		7
	Intelligence		4
	Willpower		6
	Essence		5.6
	Magic			n/a
	Reaction		5

SKILLS
	Computer		2 	Etiquette (Media)	6
	Firearms		4
	Instrumental
		Music		5
	Musical
		Comp		3
	Unarmed Combat	5
	Vocal Music	7

LANGUAGES
	City Speak		4
	English		6
	Celtic			2

CYBERWARE
	Datajack
	Synth Link

CONTACTS
	Bouncer
	Fixer
	Media Producer
	Rigger

GEAR
	Ares Autogyro
	Knife
	Lined Coat
	Synth
	Wrist Computer 60mp


Pat Rat 

	(He is Patrick Bambra's replacement)

	Pat is a P.I. who investigated V!kci as a possible suspect in a really dirty shadowrun a while 
back.  She came up clean.  The only thing she stole was his heart.

	Pat Rat has been hanging back, but he's infatuated and has been looking for V!kci since she 
dropped out of sight.

	If you have furries, you may want to make Pat a rat genesplicer or just have him look vaguely 
ratlike.  He is lean, of medium heighth, and feral. 
Contacts

	Running this book outside the characters usual territory means that they'll have a lot less 
contacts/help and fewer successes on legwork.  Reduce all the numbers to allow legwork (though 
not decking checks) to still allow substantial successses/useful information.


CHARACTER INVOLVEMENT

	At least one character may have had a romantic attachment or interest in V!kci.  She's one 
that draws the mind when the fog settles in.  (Medford and Grant's Pass both get covered in heavy 
fogs with little to do until they lift).  It would be easy to have a character meet V!kci, hear she was 
playing at Sam's, drop by to see about getting to know her better and then find out she is missing.

EXTRA DETAILS

	On Wednesday night Greaseball the fixer gets geeked trying to fence some experimental 
HMHVV cultures.  Its a big stink.  The buyers were elves, the geekers were shamen and 
shapeshifters, a couple government agents from the East were around and at least one Panzer blew 
up all on its own.

	Thursday morning, Sam is back.  He's sporting some new, experimental looking, multifaceted 
cyberware eyes and a muscle enhancement.  Picked them both up in Seattle while checking out this 
new policlub.  He's got some pamphlets if you are interested and they've a building just down the 
street.

	Hey, you're all invited to a meeting about joining the Universal Brotherhood.

	The characters should figure better than trying to bring up the bar tab matter with Sam if they 
haven't closed the deal in time for Greaseball to pay off.


Insect Totems 

	Use Wasp in the place of Fly and Roach in the place of Ant.  (Roach has no special abilities, 
no vulnerabilities either).


AFTERWARDS
 	Sad, but true, in a place like Medford, people often drop everything and catch the next panzer 
(or even truck) out of town.

	Pat Rat would make a good contact if the characters help him out.

	V!kci is headed for a good merge with only venom spitting and an esophagal stinger.  If the 
characters restrain her, they can attempt to exorcise the possessing spirit (force 6).  She'll have a 
vulnerability to insecticides ever after and will lose one from strength and essence.  On the other 
hand, she'll keep the venom and the hidden bioware stinger.

	She'll be grateful to the angels who rescued her, but unless you dumped her out of the 
datastore records while decking the Brotherhood mainframe, she'll need to run long and far.  She 
doesn't want to know who you are for when the Brotherhood catches her.  She's going to live fast and 
free until then, maybe longer.  Too bad she got enslaved by that merge, otherwise the Brotherhood 
was everything it promised.  V!cki is pretty ticked off about that little hitch.

	As you can guess, supposing the characters do save V!kci, they may not have done as much 
as they thought.  She is out of the frying pan and into the fire.  On the other hand, a little cosmetic 
surgery, a change of scenery and an illegal retinal alteration (hey chummer, its only a total of 60,000 
nuyen we're talking here) and Poisoned Steel will probably hit the top of the charts, coming from nowhere to break hearts all over Texas.

	That's the way it is chummer, one day you're facing death with no hope, the next you're on 
the top of the world and no one can touch you.

	Except you're staying in the shadows.  Maybe you'll hear a lyric that sounds familiar.

	Don't expect free stage passes though, steel gets tough when poisoned.


REWARDS

	If the characters treat him right, they can add Pat Rat to their list of contacts.  In addition, if 
they think to exorcise V!cki, give them an extra point of karma over the rewards for the run.  As for 
cash, they'll have to take whatever they grabbed from the Brotherhood.

	Additionally, when you run this on your player-characters you may catch them by surprise 
(if they've heard about the UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD SOURCEBOOK) and you'll make them 
nervous about just about all recovery work.  Many scenarios can be transplanted to different settings.  
Try it.
